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History Year 7 & 8 Roadmap

7
YEAR

The Norman Conquest:
How did the Normans 
consolidate their 
power?
How significant was the 
Norman invasion?

The Tudors: 
Why did Henry VIII break 
with Rome?

The Stuarts:
How was the world ‘turned 
upside down’ during the Civil 
War?
Was Cromwell a ‘saint’ or a 
‘serpent’?

The Stuarts:
Why did people believe in witches?

Local History:
How and why has Seaford changed since 
the stone age?

The Atlantic Slave Trade:
From Slavery to abolition:  How did the 
slave trade change the world?

The Industrial Revolution (economic and social change in the 19th

century):
How did industry change Britain?

The British Empire:
Was the British Empire a force for 
good or bad?

Political change in 19th century 
Britain:
Was Britain a fairer country by 
1900?

The First World War:
What was it like to fight in the trenches?
.

The First World War :
Why did the world go to war in 1914?

The Second World War:
What were the key turning points of 
WW2?

The Second World War:
Why did the world go to war again 20 years after WW1?

20th century social change: Is the 
welfare state the greatest British 
achievement of the 20th century?

The Cold War:
Why did the world divide after 
WW2?

The Cold War:
How dangerous 
was the Cold 
War?

YEAR

Transition:
What is 
History?:
We will 
consider why 
we study 
History and 
start to think 
about some 
of the skills 
we need as 
historians

“We study History not 
to be clever in another 
time, but to be wise 
always”
Cicero, Roman 
philosopher
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20th century social change: Did the 20th

century deliver equal rights for women?

20th century social 
change:
Has Martin Luther 
King’s ‘dream’ been 
realised?

The Second World 
War:
How was the murder 
of 6 million possible?

MOVING
INTO 

YEAR 9

The Tudors: How significant was the Tudor era?

The Stuarts: 
How should we remember the Gunpowder 
plotters?

Power and the People in Medieval 
England:
What was life like for ordinary people?
Why was the Black Death so significant?

Power and the People in 
Medieval England:
Who held power in 
medieval England?

The Stuarts and the Georgians:
How much did Britain change 
after the Restoration?

The First World War :
Is ‘Lions led by Donkeys’ 
a fair description of 
WW1?

Thematic study:  How 
has immigration changed 
the British Isles?


